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1. Basic structure of the notes

• High-level summary of theoretical frameworks to interpret em-

pirical facts.

• Per asset class, we will discuss:

1. Key empirical facts in terms of prices (unconditional and

conditional risk premia) and asset ownership.

2. Interpret the facts using the theoretical frameworks.

3. Facts and theories linking financial markets and the real

economy.

4. Active areas of research and some potentially interesting

directions for future research.

• The notes cover the following asset classes:

1. Equities (weeks 1-5).

– Discount rates and the term structure of risk (week 1)

– The Cross-section and the factor zoo (week 2)

– Intermediary-based Asset Pricing (week 3)

– Production-based asset pricing (week 4)

– Demand-based asset pricing (week 5)

2. Mutual funds and hedge funds (week 6).

3. Volatility (week 7).

4. Government bonds (week 8).

5. Corporate bonds and CDS (week 9).

6. Currencies and international finance (week 10).

7. Commodities (week 11).

8. Real estate (week 12).
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2. Intermediary-based Asset Pricing

• Intermediary-based asset pricing is an active line of research,

both theoretical and empirical, which emphasizes the central

role of financial intermediaries for asset prices and real out-

comes

• Builds on old idea of the financial accelerator of Bernanke and

Gertler (1989) and Bernanke, Gertler, Gilchrist (1999): creat-

ing amplification and persistence in standard business cycle

models

• It starts from the premise that the marginal agent, whose SDF

prices assets, is a financial intermediary.

• Maybe this is because households delegate their investments to

financial intermediaries, possibly because they lack the finan-

cial sophistication to invest directly in complex asset markets.
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• Before we get into the details, we start by briefly reviewing an

older and more traditional view, which is that it is the con-

sumers that are the marginal agents.

• The consumption-based asset pricing literature goes back to

Lucas (1978), Breeden (1979), and Rubinstein (1976).
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• It is important to remember that intermediary-based AP mod-

els are ultimately also consumption-based AP models; the con-

sumption (share) of the owners of the financial intermediaries

is what matters for pricing. Bankers need to eat too!

2.1. SDFs based on consumers as “the” marginal investor

• The consumption-based asset pricing model based on aggre-

gate consumption data does not perform well, as exemplified

by the many puzzles it generates (see your previous AP classes).

• If a consumer does not hold stocks, the Euler equation with

that consumer’s IMRS does not need to hold for the stock mar-

ket.

• Limited stock market participation: Only about 50% of Ameri-

can households hold stocks directly or through mutual funds.

Even among stock-holders, equity ownership is very concen-

trated (Gomez, 2018).

• Vissing-Jorgensen (2002) and Malloy, Moskowitz, and Vissing-

Jorgensen (2009, MMVJ) study the Euler equation of stock-

holders, whose consumption is more volatile and more highly

correlated with the stock market.

• MMVJ focus on pricing the cross-section of returns using long-

horizon consumption risk of stock holders. Hence, their Euler

condition tends to hold at longer horizons.

• We will see this theme more generally: Consumption-based

models tend to work better at longer horizons. This makes

sense as nobody thinks that the consumption CAPM should

hold at daily frequency.
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• The pricing model in MMVJ assumes that each investor has

Epstein-Zin (1989) preferences
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where σ is the EIS and γ the coefficient of relative risk aversion.

• They assume the dynamics of consumption growth to have a

persistent component xt as in the long-run risk literature:

Δct+1 = μc + Ucxt + λ0wt+1,

xt+1 = Gxt + Hwt+1.

• In the limiting case of EIS σ = 1, the log stochastic discount

factor of a household is mt:
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• Empirically, the second term is hard to estimate. Although

they provide conditional estimates, we’ll focus on the results

that ignore the second term.

• The final test is then
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where Δch,g
t+1 is quarterly consumption growth for household h in

group g (e.g., stock holders or top 1/3 wealthiest stockholders)

and Hg
t is the number of members of the group in quarter t

• Note that this is different from a representative agent where we

would use
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where we first average and then take logs. The difference be-

tween the two depends on amount of consumption inequality.

• Test assets are 25 size and BM portfolios and 8 maturity-sorted

Treasury bond portfolios for the sample period 1926-2004.
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• Risk aversion γ, which is driven by the comovement between

consumption growth and returns, is much lower for stockhold-

ers (17) and even lower for the top-third of stockholders (11)

than for non-stockholders (48) or an estimate based on aggre-

gate consumption (46).

• There is generally a stronger link between long-run consump-

tion risk and the cross-section of stocks, see Parker and Julliard

(2005), Bansal, Dittmar, and Lundblad (2005), and Hansen,

Heaton, and Li (2008), but there is also less power.

• Related theoretical work on consumption inequality as a priced

risk factor by Constantinides and Duffie (1996), Storesletten,
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Telmer, and Yaron (2007), Lustig and Van Nieuwerburgh (2010),

Guvenen (2010), Herskovic, Kelly, Lustig, and Van Nieuwer-

burgh (2016), Constantinides and Ghosh (2016), and Schmidt

(2016).

• This work is motivated by early evidence that the cross-sectional

variance of labor income growth is counter-cyclical by Storeslet-

ten, Telmer, and Yaron (2004).

• This evidence was revisited with better (Social Security Admin-

istration) data by Guvenen, Ozkan, and Song (2014), who show

that it is the cross-sectional skewness of labor income growth

which is counter-cyclical. Large negative income drops become

more likely in recessions.

• Before this evidence was known, Brav, Constantinides, and

Geczy (2002) already used the second and third cross-sectional

moments of the consumption growth distribution. They showed

that adding the cross-sectional skewness to the cross-sectional

mean (Lucas/Breeden) and cross-sectional variance (Constan-

tinides & Duffie) helps to price assets better.

• Another branch of the literature shows that the consumption-

CAPM works better when consumption is measured more ac-

curately. There is large measurement error in consumption;

see Koijen, Van Nieuwerburgh, and Vestman (2014)

– Q4-Q4 consumption: Jagannathan and Wang (2007).

– Garbage: Savov (2011) and Kroencke (2017).

– Luxury consumption: Ait-Sahalia, Parker, and Yogo (2004).

– Durable consumption: Yogo (2006).
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2.2. SDFs based on intermediaries as “the” marginal investor

2.2.1. Adrian, Ettula, and Muir (AEM)

– Adrian, Etula, and Muir (2014) propose an empirical im-

plementation of the model of Brunnermeier and Pedersen

(2009).

– Key equation in their 2-period model:

E0[R
e
1j] = −

Cov0(R
e
1j, φ1)

E[φ1]
, (1)

where Re
1j is the excess return on risky security j and φ1 is

the Lagrange multiplier on the time-1 margin constraint,

which is monotonically decreasing in time-1 leverage.

– A binding margin constraint (high multiplier) is a bad state

of nature, i.e., a high SDF realization. Assets that have

low returns when margin constraints bind are risky and

should command a high risk premium.

– Empirical implementation:

φt = a − b × Leveraget, (2)

where Leverage is taken to be broker-dealer leverage.

– To obtain innovations, they take first-differences of broker-

dealer leverage and remove seasonal effects
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– Broker-dealer leverage and household leverage move in op-

posite directions, suggesting broker-dealer leverage is pro-

cyclical. The latter actively increase leverage when asset

values rise.

– In AEM, increases in financial intermediary leverage are

good news (since they make binding margin constraints

less likely). Thus, leverage shocks should carry a positive

risk price.
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– The model does a good job pricing stocks (size, value, mo-

mentum) and Treasury bonds jointly for 1968.Q1-2009.Q4

– Leverage factor has a positive market price of risk
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– Or graphically:
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2.2.2. He, Kelly, and Manela (HKM)

– He, Kelly, and Manela (2017) is the second key empirical

paper in this literature.

– They expand the focus to asset classes beyond stocks and

government bonds: credit default swaps (CDS), corporate

bonds, options, commodities, foreign exchange (FX), and

sovereign bonds.

∗ The share of equities owned by broker-dealers is only

0.5%. Hence, is it not more reasonable to think of

these investors as price takers in the equity market?

∗ Similar argument holds for U.S. Treasuries

∗ But, intermediaries are much more central in the other

markets since trade is usually OTC.

– Finding significant and equally large risk prices in all these

markets would imply that financial intermediaries are marginal

agents in every asset market

– HKM define intermediaries as the (holding companies of

the) primary dealers, a subset of about 25 broker-dealers

that are the counterparties of the NY Fed in open market

operations, rather than all broker-dealers as in AEM

– They focus on shocks to intermediary net worth = equity

capital

ηt =

∑
i MktEquityi,t∑

i (MktEquityi,t + BookDebti,t

– Intuition: When the intermediaries’ net worth falls, their

risk-bearing capacity is impaired and they require higher

compensation to take on risk.

– This is consistent with the model of He and Krishnamurty

(2013).
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– Periods in which intermediary net worth increases (Δηt+1 >

0) are good states of the world. The risk price on the Δη

factor, λη, is positive.

Et[R
i,e
t+1] − rf

t = βi
m,tλ

m + βi
η,tλη

– Note how an increase in intermediary equity ratio (E/A)

implies a decrease in intermediary leverage (A/E) and vice

versa. A positive price of risk for the intermediary equity

capital factor implies a negative price of risk for the in-

termediary leverage factor, the opposite sign as what AEM

estimate.

– Put differently, in HKM, high intermediary equity capital

periods are good states of the world. In AEM, in contrast,

they are periods of intermediary distress, bad states of the

world.
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– Here is the main result in HKM, quarterly data 1970.Q1-

2012.Q4 (longer capital factor time series on the authors’

web site)

– Risk prices are positive in all 7 asset classes and signifi-

cant in 5; best fit is for options and worst for commodities

– Last column combines 124 portfolios from 7 markets and

has R2 of 71%, MAPE of 63 bp per quarter

– Risk price of 9.35% per quarter is large: one st.dev. in-

crease in beta (0.11) results in 0.11×9.35×4=4.11 per-

centage point increase in annual risk premium

– Cannot reject null that risk price is 9 in every asset class
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2.2.3. How to reconcile AEM and HKM?

– Compare-and-contrast of AEM and HKM raises two ques-

tions

1. Which financial intermediaries matter more for asset

pricing?

2. What does theory predict about the sign of the price

of risk on the leverage/equity capital factor?

– HKM show that looking at the equity capital shocks for

broker-dealers that are non-primary dealers does not work

nearly as well as for primary dealers; only equity and CDS

show a significantly positive risk price. Thus, there is im-

portant heterogeneity within broker-dealer sector.

∗ Non-bank equity capital shocks do not price these as-

sets at all, a useful placebo test

– AEM’s leverage factor has a negative risk price for options,

CDS, FX (consistent with HKM), but positive risk price

for stocks and Treasuries (consistent with AEM), zero for

sov. bonds and commodities. Risk price across all assets

combined is positive; but 60% smaller than the HKM fac-

tor. AEM’s factor works better for stocks, esp. momentum

stocks.

– AEM use book equity in the construction of their lever-

age factor while HKM use market equity in their capital

ratio factor. Market and book capital ratios have positive

correlation of 50% in levels and 30% in first differences.

Only partially explains the difference. Even book leverage

of primary dealers is counter-cyclical. (Recall AEM find

overall broker-dealer leverage to be pro-cyclical.)
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– HKM’s results still (mostly) hold when using a book capital

ratio factor instead of the market capital ratio factor, but

timely info in market prices is important.
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– A more important difference than market vs. book leverage

is that HKM measure leverage at the parent-level (holding

company) while AEM use broker-dealer subsidiary-level

information, aggregated by the Flow of Funds.

∗ AEM-implied capital ratio and HKM (primary dealer)

capital ratio have correlation of -59%!

∗ Correlation of AEM capital ratio and non-primary dealer

capital ratio is +12%, a 72% difference with the pri-

mary dealer one.

∗ Broker-dealer sector is dominated by primary dealers

(96% of assets, 91% of market equity)

∗ Parent company raises outside equity and (short-term)

debt, and allocates capital to subsidiaries via internal

capital markets. Lehman Brothers’ bankruptcy is in-

structive.

∗ Parent company can shift risky assets from broker-

dealer arm to commercial banking arm with more sta-

ble deposit funding in a downturn (Hanson, Schleifer,

Stein, Vishny, 2015)
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2.2.4. Long-run and international evidence

• Barron and Muir (2021) study long-run data from 1870-2016

for U.S., U.K., and Japan to

– improve inference

– allay concerns that the post-1975 period may not be rep-

resentative

– or even that all results are driven by the financial crisis of

2008-09.

• Construct asset growth for (i) commercial banks and (ii) for

securities dealers.

• Test assets are stocks, long-term government bonds, curren-

cies, housing, and corporate bonds.

• High asset growth = good times when risk bearing capacity of

the intermediary sector increases; positive price of risk. Asset

growth can arise from changes in equity or from increases in

leverage. This side-steps the debate on whether to use equity

shocks or leverage shocks.

• Over 140-year period, in all three countries, for both types

of institutions, and for all asset classes, intermediary asset

growth predicts asset returns negatively

– after controlling for macro-economic risk factors

– stronger in asset classes where intermediaries participate

more

– Also show that effects are stronger for Japanse stocks that

are disproportionately held directly by fin. intermediaries.
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2.2.5. Theory to the rescue?

• Two strands of the theoretical intermediary-AP literature with

opposite implications for price of leverage risk:

1. Intermediaries face constraints on debt such as margin

(haircut, collateral) constraints or value-at-risk constraints

– In bad times, debt constraint binds, triggers delever-

aging and fire sales of assets to agents with lower val-

uation: forced debt ↓↓, market value of equity ↓.

– Leverage falls in downturn, leverage is pro-cyclical, price

of leverage risk is positive.

– E.g., Geanokoplos and Fostel (2008), Brunnermeier

and Pedersen (2008), Garleanu and Pedersen (2011),

Adrian and Shin (2014), Moreira and Savov (2017),

Elenev, Landvoigt, and Van Nieuwerburgh (2021)

2. Intermediaries face constraints on equity, a skin-in-the-

game constraint due to moral hazard

– In bad times, fall in asset prices reduces intermedi-

ary’s equity capital and its risk absorption capacity.

Binding equity constraint prevents intermediaries from

raising outside equity. Risk premia rise to induce in-

termediaries to invest more in risky assets. Interme-

diary debt falls by less than equity or may even have to

rise to absorb the increased desire to save by house-

holds.

– Leverage increases in downturn, leverage is counter-

cyclical, price of leverage risk is negative

– E.g., Bernanke and Gertler (1989), He and Krishna-

murty (2012, 2013), Brunnermeier and Sannikov (2014)
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• These views are not necessarily mutually inconsistent

1. One type of constraint may be relevant for one type of in-

termediary and the other type of constraint for different

intermediaries.

– E.g., equity constraints for banks and debt constraints

for hedge funds.

2. Both constraints may be relevant for many intermediaries,

but bind at different times or in different states of the

world.

– Large banks have to satisfy at least 10 different con-

straints per post-financial crisis regulation

3. Intermediaries interact in equilibrium: hedge funds may

sell their assets to commercial banks in a downturn, caus-

ing bank leverage to increase and hedge fund leverage to

decrease.

• The appendix of He, Kelly, and Manela (2016) provides a simple

(static) model with households and two types of intermediaries

to reconcile the properties of leverage.

– Banks are risk averse (mean-variance) investors not sub-

ject to constraints ⇒ Leverage is counter-cyclical.

– Hedge funds are risk-neutral and subject to a Value-at-

Risk constraint ⇒ Leverage is pro-cyclical as the constraint

binds more in recessions (when return volatility rises).

– After negative shock, hedge funds sell their assets to banks
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• Evidence consistent with these opposite leverage dynamics be-

tween hedge funds and banks

Sector Q4 2007 Q1 2009
Hedge fund equity capital $1,975bn $1,002bn
Top 19 Commercial bank equity capital 827bn 285 bn
Top 19 Commercial bank debt liabilities 6,360bn 6,845bn
Top 19 Commercial bank leverage (D/E) 7.7 24
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• As Barron and Muir (2021) point out, both classes of models

imply that periods of low intermediary asset growth are bad

times, times of high risk premia. Negative asset growth pre-

dicts higher future returns.

• Intermediary debt and equity are choice variables, subject to

(occasionally binding) constraints; they are endogenous out-

comes of the intermediaries’ optimization process.

• Leverage shocks or equity capital shocks are not structural

shocks. The empirical intermediary-AP literature sometimes

creates the impression that they are.

• The shocks could be arising from the non-financial corporate

sector or from the household sector. For example, productivity

shocks affecting non-financial firms’ future investment oppor-

tunities may have deteriorated in 2008. Or demand for new

mortgages from households may have waned. Or firm shocks

may have resulted from lack of demand from households with

under-water mortgages.

• Defaults on non-financial corporate loans and household loans

(mortgages) may be the source of the reduction in net worth of

the intermediary sector.

• See Santos and Veronesi (2021) for a habit preferences model

with frictionless trading among heterogeneous agents that de-

livers a SDF that looks like that in an intermediary-AP model,

but without shocks to the financial sector.
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2.3. Intermediary-based asset pricing with production

• Elenev, Landvoigt, and Van Nieuwerburgh (2021) solve a full-

fledged general equilibrium model that embeds an intermedi-

ary sector into a macro-economic model with firms and house-

holds. Allows to think about real implications of intermediation

frictions.

• Setup

– One leveraged financial sector, call them “banks”

– Banks are owned by risk-averse shareholders

– Banks face Basel-style regulatory capital constraints, lim-

iting their debt to a certain fraction of the market value of

their assets = minimum bank equity capital requirement

– Banks enjoy government bailout guarantees (deposit in-

surance, state insurance fund guarantees, too-big-to-fail

guarantees). The moral hazard that government guaran-

tees create necessitates regulation on minimum bank eq-

uity capital .

– Banks can raise new equity from their owners but that is

costly

– Leverage and bank equity capital are endogenous objects

– All shocks arise in the non-financial corporate sector
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• Fully calibrated model that generates

– observed amount of corporate default risk

– observed credit spread (see credit spread puzzle discus-

sion later in course)

– observed avg. corporate sector leverage (35%)

– observed avg. financial sector leverage (95%)

– realistic macro-economic dynamics

– rare, severe financial crises with substantial bank bankrupt-

cies and government bailouts
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• Financial sector leverage falls in downturns, esp. in financial

crises

– In financial crises, banks suffer large credit losses and are

forced to shrink, delever, and raise equity to satisfy their

regulatory constraint. Going forward, banks earn high

credit spreads and enjoy cheap costs of debt (deposit rates

are ultra low), so they would like to lend. But they are held

back by their regulatory capital constraint and by the cost

of raising outside equity.

– In regular recessions (not accompanied by a financial cri-

sis), banks are also constrained but the reason for the

constraint binding is fundamentally different. Productiv-

ity and labor income are temporarily low, and investment

opportunities are weak. This reduces corporate loan de-

mand. Savers reduce their demand for safe assets to smooth

consumption, and supply of govt debt goes up due to low

tax revenue and increased govt spending. Deposit rates

are fairly high, making intermediation unprofitable. Low

profitability depletes equity capital, and to avoid raising

costly external equity banks exhaust their debt capacity.
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• Model is used to think about macro-prudential policy. Admati

and Hellwig (2015) advocate 30% equity capital requirements

for banks, a dramatic increase from the pre-crisis 7%. BIS and

Minneapolis Fed reports endorse this proposal. ELVN shows

this may not be a good idea.

– There is a fundamental trade-off between financial sector

stability, which increases with higher equity capital re-

quirements, and the size of the economy, which decreases

with higher capital requirements

– Welfare is maximized around current capital requirements.

Depending on how agents are weighted, slightly higher or

slightly lower requirements are optimal. Macro-prudential

policies redistribute wealth between savers and borrowers.

– Counter-cyclical capital requirements make savers better

of and allow for a Pareto improvement (after transfers)
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• Elenev, Landvoigt, and Van Nieuwerburgh (2016) consider a

similar setup but with mortgage borrowers instead of non-financial

corporate borrowers.

– Study the role of the underpriced default insurance that

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac sold to the banking sector.

– Find that this created moral hazard: banks increase mort-

gage lending, the risk of the mortgages they originate, and

their leverage ratios

– Overall financial system ends up more fragile than without

the government guarantees

– Analyze policy proposals to phase out the GSEs

– Credit Risk Transfer bonds are a way of getting private sec-

tor involved in the residential mortgage credit risk market

again

• Greenwald, Landvoigt, and Van Nieuwerburgh (2020) study al-

ternative mortgage design in equilibrium model with borrower

and financial intermediary default

– Interested in Shared Appreciation Mortgages that lower mort-

gage payments for borrowers when house prices fall

– Have been proposed as a better way of sharing risk in

mortgage market and shielding borrowers from adverse ef-

fects of financial crises, e.g., Mian and Sufi (2015)

– Indexing mortgage payments to aggregate/national house

prices may wreak financial havoc, reducing welfare

– Indexing mortgage payments to local/regional prices is welfare-

improving for borrowers and savers, but hurts banks
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